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Gerber - cross 

In theory, that's correct, but technology can change 

that. 

That, in fact, has been the experience in the American 

electric utility industry, hasn't it? 

No, I wouldn't say that. There are still economies of 

scale, and TVA was enjoying economies of scale that 

are substantially larger than the largest private 

system in the United States. 

Well, you are familiar, are you not, with the writings 

in the field by Christianson and Green? 

Yes. 

In fact, you have quoted from them on other occasions, 

have you not? 

On one .other occasion, ·yes. 

And they have made a study of economies of scale 

very recently in the generating industry, haven't they? 

Yes. 

This is a drawing of a curve showing economies of 

·scale, isn't it� Mr. Gerber?

I can't tell- I can't read the Y axis.

The Y axis? You mean the vertical axis, right?

Yes.

It says "Average cost dollar per 1,000 per KWH,"

which means kilowatt hours; _right?
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Yes. 

And this curve shows,. does it not, that at a certain 

point of production the line starts to turn up, 

doesn't it? 

That's what the curve shows. 

And what one would understand that to mean is at this 

certain point there start to be disadvantages of 

getting this large; isn't .that right? 

That's what the curve says. 

MR. _LANSDALE: May I approach the 

bench, if yqur Honor please?• 

THE COURT: Yes, you may. 

{Bench conference ensued on the record as 

follows:} 

MR. LANSDALE: I come up not to object 

so much as to thi specific question but we've 

gone on for a considerable time now about 

economies of scale in generation- There is no 

claim here, it is not necessary to deal with 

questions of natural monopoly and generation. 

The only claim in respect to natural monopoly is 
. '

in distribution, �hich seems to me to be the 

only thing relevant. 
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I'm not trying to restrict the investigation 

of natural monopoly theory, but it seems to me 

we are going pretty far afield into whether or not 

if a generating unit gets to be too big there is 

a diseconomy. 

CEI clearly is not anywhere near the place 

on that scale that shows the diseconomies involved, 

and I submit that going into all this det�il about 

natural monopoly and economies of scale i� 

generation doesn't have any relevance at all-

MS. COLEMAN: Your Honor, I think 

this is clearly within the scope of the direct, 

the claim that there were natural economies of 

scale in all the features of the electric 

industry here, and I mean to examine into that -

and what its shortcomings might be. 

I will go into distribution as well, but I 

would like to take them one at a time. 

THE COURT: Well, I have been 

having great difficulty following the 

cross-examination, but I don't know if it is 

going to credibility or going to substance or 

what it is going to. But I suppose if I am to 

take a broad approach to cross-examination, we 
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will see what develops here- But I assume you are 

going to connect this up somehow?

ns. COLEHAN: Yes-, your Honor.

THE COURT: Let's proceed.

{End of bench conference.!

THE COURT: Overrule the objection

at this juncture.

BY ns. COLEnAN:
(3 nr. Christianson and nr. Green-, who did the study from 

which this is an illustration-, wrote in their article 

reporting on that study-, nr. Gerber:

"hie conclude that a small number of extremely 

large firms are not required for efficient production 

and that policies designed to promote electric 

power generation cannot be faulted for sacrificing 

economies of scale."

Do you agree with their assessment?

A No.

a Before we go on to another subject-, nr. Gerber-, 

are you familiar with where CEI would stand on this 

curve?

A Oh-, I think I have a pretty good idea. If what you 

are asking me is what their total output is
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<3 Righti their total kilowatt hours output-

A -- it’s somewhere around the point of inflection of 

the curve-

a By that you mean where it dips down?

A Somewhere between IS and SO billion kilowatt hours-

(3 Right in this areaf {Indicating-1

A Yeah- But I am not suggesting at all that that curve 

represents where CEI is. on its own cost curve

fl In terms of this-curvewhich is based on a look at 

the national industry! a company which is on this flat 

part has very little to gain from proceeding further 

along in terms of outputdoesn’t it?

• A No -

fl Isn’t that what the curve shows?

A That’s what the curve shows but-i apart from the fact

that there were a great many flaws in that study 

where the data they used was wrongi because I checked 

itn I might also point out that Christianson and Green 

made comment that the firms that were single firmsn 

achieved their size as single firms rather than 

through pooling! where the ones that showed 

continuing declining costs as they went up to the 

larger size-

So! for example! American Electric Power was one
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2 of the firms they mention in that respect. American

3 Electric Power is up there in the 55 or bQ billion

4 kilowatt hour range.

5 (2 Andi in facfi their conclusion was that American

6 Electric Power was showing significant diseconomies

7 of scalef

8 A I don't recall that at all. I thought they said they

9 . were showing economies of scale.

10 (3 In this study we are looking at right now is one

11 you said you weren’t familiar withi didn't youf

12 A No. I think you asked me if I was familiar with

13 the Christianson and Green study that I quoted fromi

14 and I said yes.

15 (3 1 asked if you were familiar with Christianson and

16 Green and you said yesi rightf

17 A Yes.

18 (3 And they havei in facti done a number of studiesi

19 haven’t theyf

20 A Ohl I think two that have been published.

21 (3 The one you quoted from concerned poolingi right?

22 A Yes.

23 a And this one concerns economies of scalei which is

24 this study?

25 A Yes. The one on pooling in which they made this
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comment about single firms still showing economies 

of scale came later than the early one- Hore 

recent•

(3 In the context of their study of economies of scale 

they stated:

"Not only was a large portion of all power 

produced in the flat region of the curve" — that 

lower part — "but L7 percent was produced by the 

American Electric Power Company which showed significant 

diseconomies of scale-"

A I don’t recall thatn but the Securities and

Exchange Commission didn't seem to think so and on 

t,hose grounds approved the acquisition of Columbus 

and Southern Ohio Electric Companies by AEP-

And from my own experience I don’t think that’s 

rightn that isn the Christiansen-Green results are 

right-

t3 The fact is economists differ in their assessment of 

the electric industry; is that right?

A Ohl I can hardly think of a subject that economists 

don’t differ on- w

(3 And agency conclusions about what should be done in 

the industry may vary; is that right?

A It could-
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<3 They dorii in facti don’t they?

A It’s such a broad question I really can’t say.

If you ask me about a specific subjectn I might 

have a commenti but as a generalityn.I suppose various 

agencies in various places could disagree about almost 

anything.

(3 In facti in terms of your study you found some 

situations where the Government policy favored 

competition and somewhere it did noti is that right?

A No. I can’t think of any place where Government 

policy favored competition in the electric 

utility industry.

d In terms of your study now.

A That’s the way I understood your question.

13 You found situationsn did you not-, where the 

Government policy permitted two utilities to provide 

service in the same town; right?

A I found situations where Government policy permitted 

the existing duplication of service in the same town, 

but I found no situation in which they had the 

approval of governmental policy and-, indeedn in 

every case that I can recall government policy 

frowned upon it.

In Texas they wished it would go away and they
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could get certified areas- In Ohio the Legislature 

passed a law requiring that boundary lines be mapped 

in specified service areas- In Iowa they did the 

same thing- In South Dakota they did the same thing

in factn in every casei Government policy has 

been counter to duplication in competitionn has 

encouraged cooperation! in factn and in fact 

Government policy has been to encourage cooperation 

in this industry of a kind that would be frowned upon 

in almost any other kind of competitive industry

fl And it is truev isn't iti Hr- Gerbern the Government 

policy has also frowned upon conduct which would be 

frowned upon in any other industry?

A I don't know to what you are referring.

fl Idelli in your study of Oregon you found-i did you noti 

that the State Commission there found upon the 

discrimination in pricing that the private utility 

was engaging in?

A In Oregon there was a Government policy! first! to 

eliminate! although they did not say they had to 

eliminate! discriminatory pricing! I might add.

All they said with regard to Pacific Power and Light 

pricing in those duplicative areas such as the 

Dalles and Springfield was that! if they charged
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lower rates in those cities than they charged in the 

rest of their systemn they could not compensate that 

by having the rest of their system make up the 

difference and the stockholders would have to bear the 

burden- That's all they said-

Now-i they may very well have recognized that 

this would discourage that kind of pricingn but they 

also said it would be desirable to eliminate 

duplicative competition because of its inefficiency 

and waste.

(2 That was the decision of that agency that you are 

referring toi is that right.?

A That’s correct.

<2 In Texas are you aware of the fact that the Texas

Public Utilities Commission recently approved 

switch-over tariffs specifically to enable 

customers to switch service from one utility to 

another so long as they pay the cost of switching?

A I know there is one case where they imposed a charge 

for meter renewal and replacement! which is the kind 

of extra charge that would tend to discourage 

switch-overs-

<2 But if the consumer wanted to switch overi they could 

do so under that directive! couldn’t they?
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A That’s correct. But if you make the price higheri 

you■certainly tend to discouarge them from doing so•

(3 Because people respond to price differentials! right?

A Generally! they do.

i3 Let's turn to the City of Cleveland.

In what product market do you claim there is a 

natural monopoly?

A The retail distribution- of electricity.

(3 liJhat is the geographic scope of the area where you 

claim there is a natural monopoly?

A I think there is a natural monopoly probably in the 

entire City of Cleveland. These circumstances are 

appropriate for natural monopoly in the entire City 

of Cleveland.

(3 You have just defined before the break natural 

monopoly as where one firm can serve at lower total 

cost.

You believe CEI is that one firm in the City of 

Cleveland?

A Idell! it is probably the case that CEI is that one 

firm! but. irrespective of which firm it is! I would 

expect that one firm could probably serve at lower 

cost than two firms.

(3 Idas there always a natural monopoly in the City of
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Clevelandn Hr. Gerber? 

HR. LANSDALE: Hay I have that question

read? 

THE COURT: "Idas there always a
4 

natural monopoly in the City of Cleveland! Hr. ’

Gerber?" »

A Very early inthe history of the electric industry in 
f 

Cleveland it was probably the case that the natural ■
t '■•I 

monopoly circumstances embraced subareas of the City ,

of Cleveland! that is! the technology was such that 

there was natural monopoly but it may very well have . ||

been in an area that was smaller than what really ||

is the rather arbitrary political boundaries! just I

as there was in many cities- For example! New York- j|

There was a natural monopoly- It just was smaller |j

than perhaps the entire City of New York- J

(3 How long has there been a natural monopoly in y

electric retail distribution in the City of Cleveland? •J
A I think probably from the outside of the industry- :|

a Are you aware there has been competition in the ;|

distribution of retail electric power since 1514? J

A Of course- 
I fill

(3 Do you believe that CEI can serve the City of

Cleveland at lower total cost because of its ;l

V!■
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generating resources^*

A Ohl that’s one reason*

(3 Its generating resources are located throughout the

City of Cleveland! aren’t they?

A Pretty much-

<3 And in facti some of them are jointly owned with its 

CAPCO partners-! are they not?

A Some are-i but they are not in the service area of 

CEI.

IS No-, they are not. They are in Pennsylvania-, aren’t 

they?

A Some are.

(2 Some are located-, and others shared facility with 

the Company other than the CAPCO partners in 

Pennsylvanian right?
1

A A non-CAPCO partner in Pennsylvania-, did you say?

shares an electric facility in Pennsylvania with 

the Pennsylvania Electric Company-, doesn’t it?

A At the moment-, I don’t recall anything.

(3 Are you familiar with the Seneca pump storage plant?

A Oh-, yes-, yes.

(3 That’s a way of storing electricity there at the

Seneca pump storage-, isn’t it?
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It’s correct! stored in the form of water-

And when the water is let run outi it is a means of 

retrieving the electric power; isn’t that right?

You generate electricity to use in a pumpi you pump 

the water up behind the damn and then when you need 

the electricity! you get somewhat lessi about two 

thirds of what you used to pump it up- You get it 

back when you let the water run back through the dami 

through a turbine-

So CEI can draw power from Seneca pump storage in 

Pennsylvania and its CAPCO purchasers to provide 

generation in the City of Cleveland; right?

CEI spent a lot of capital to cooperate in building 

plants on which it can draw to meet its capacity 

requirements! of course-

So that it is through affiliations with other firms 

’ that CEI might provide power at lower total cost in 

the City of Cleveland; is that right?

No! it is not affiliated with other firms-

It. has agreements with other firms; right?

Oh! sure-

And through those agreements it shares some generating 

facilities; right?

It shares ownership in participation in other generating
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facilitiesn yes.

(3 So there is more than one firm involved in providing 

total power at lowest cost in the City of Cleveland  ̂

is that right?

A T ere is more than one firm involved in providing 

total power at lowest cost almost every place in the 

United Statesi since I know of no significant utility 

in the United States that isn’t interconnected with 

other utilities from whom it draws power.

(3 Yet your definition of natural monopoly is where one 

firm can provide service at lowest total cost?

A Ue haven’t even been discussing distribution. Of 

course! that’s the definition. In the distribution 

market that’s a natural monopoly. The fact that there 

may be cooperation doesn’t mean there is a natural 

monopoly. The fact that there may bei to support 

the economies of scale-i reflects a contract between 

two firms may let us say its natural monopoly is 

much larger market and jurisdiction business but to 

maintain separate corporate identities getting this 

wider horizontal integration by virtue of agreements 

rather than mergers.

(3 When we went through a definition of natural monopoly 

before the breakn you stated it in terms of a firm
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which provided the product at lowest total costi did 

you not?

A No-i you stated it in terms of a firm with, the lowest 

total cost.

I pointe outi I think several timesi that there 

can bs-i in effectn natural monopoly and integration 

even though you have separate corporate identities- 

The effective economic integration is as though they 

were onei even though you maintain separate corporate 

identities.

i3 That was in your direct when you were talking about 

TVAt wasn’t it?

A I think I used TVA as an example.

(2 And you used TVA as an example because in this 

specific situation TVA exerted certain control over 

the way in which power was markted to the ultimate 

consumer^ right?

A That was one reason- They also exert considerable 

control over the market-

fl And that’s true just in the situation of TVAi right?

A liJhat is just true?

fl That you have an effective single firm because 

perhaps the supplier is controlling some features in 

the way in which the power is marketedi ultimately?
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A Ohn no- You find a high degree of vertical 

integration effectively between wholesale suppliers 

and wholesale customers where a supplier specifies 

delivery points-i where a supplier specifies a lot of 

design work for the distribution! where there is a 

lot of close contact between supplier and customer! 

there the contracts are as long as MS years! which 

gives you the same effect even though! technically! 

they have separate corporate identities.

(3 You were not talking about that circumstance here in 

Cleveland?

A Between the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company 

and HELP?

<3 Right-

A Not at all-

a Although the CEI company does have influence over

the price at which Huny Light must market its power

at retail! doesn’t it?

A I am not sure what you mean by that! but if you mean 

by that that it appears that HELP has some concern 

about keeping its rates in some relationship to the 

rates of CEl! I suppose it does-

(3 And those rates also have some relationship to the 

wholesale charges by CEl! do they not?
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2 A I am not sure that they do at all- The wholesale

3 charges by CEI certainly affect the cost-i but what

4 HELP chooses to do about this is pretty much within

5 their control- If they are trying to recover costs.

g thenn of course-1 that’s a cost they would have to |
1

~j recover-
1

g (3 If CEI is the only power supplier for tluny Light-i <

Q then the cost reflects the CEI wholesale cost

XO opposed to some other wholesale costi is that |

11 right? |.

X2 A That’s true whenever anybody is the wholesale 1

X3 supplier to a wholesale customer- |

X4 <3 • Let me understand then- Your testimony about CEI |

15 - being a natural monopoly is only concerned with the I

16 distribution of power in the City of Cleveland*! is f

17 that, correct?

18 HR - LANSDALE: I object- Hay I

19 approach the bench? j

20 the court: Yes- ;
(j

21 ----------------- i

22 {Bench conference ensued on the record as

L 23 follows:! |

r 24 HR- LANSDALE: I don’t believe that |

H 25 this witness has testified that CEI is a natural i
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monopoly. Uhat this witness has testified that 

distribution of electric energy in Cleveland is a 

natural monopoly market and he is testifying! I 

think! in response to your question that the 

probabilities are that! looking at the whole 

City of Cleveland! that CEI would probably do it 

cheaper •— could be the one that would do it the 

cheapest. But this witness has not testified that 

CEI exerts a natural monopoly and I object to the 

suggestion.

ns. COLEHAN: I thought that’s

what he had just got done telling me! but. I've 

got to respond to what he says rather than what
!

you say about it- If I have misstated it! I am 

sure he will correct me. I'm trying to understand 

what it is he is saying- I’m trying to get down 

to that point-

THE COURT: (dell! if he understands

the question! he may answer-

■CEnd of bench conference-!

THE COURT: Read the question back!

please -

nr- Gerber! if you understand the question! you
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may answer. If noti we will have it rephrased. 

-CThe pending question was read by the 

reporter.1

A I think what my testimony went to up until now has 

been with respect to natural monopoly and the 

distribution of electric power in the City of 

Cleveland! but I do believe that CEI is a natural 

monopolist in a water areai as you yourselfn by 

your questioning! have suggested.

(3 And do you distinguish between an active monopoly in 

distribution and in generation! (1r. Gerberf

A You can make that distinction.

(3 I want to understand what you are saying.

A Yes. The fact is that! since there are economies

of scale still to be achieved! as you have indicated! 

CEI apparently can achieve only through cooperative 

arrangements with other utilities! suggestions that 

CEI can greatly expand the scope of the market it 

serves and the load it serve and continue- to achieve 

economies of scale on its own! that isi if its load 

grew! it would not have to be cooperating with 

others to achieve these economies of scale!

which suggests that the natural monopoly market is 

much wider than the market that CEI now serves.
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(3 Except that much wider market is served by more than 

one firmn isn’t itf

A There is no one market that is served by the more 

than one firm- Each of the firms may be below the 

optimum size of the natural monopoly marketn but each 

has its own natural monopoly market.

<3 Then the market isn’t this large areai you are sayingi 

it is the market served by the individual firm?

A Depends on what it is you want to examine the market 

for- If you want to try to define the optimum size 

of the natural monopoly market for generation! you 

would probably want to look at something considerably 

larger than CEI or possibly something even larger 

than CAPCO-

<2 hJe want to examine the economic situation here to 

determine whether one firm can serve at lower total 

cost than two-

lilhat market should we look ati Hr. Gerber?

A - If you are talking about distribution-, which seems to 

me is the relevant market for our consideration-, one 

would look at the duplicative areas in the City of 

Cleveland.

(3 Is it your testimony that there is a natural monopoly 

and distribution in each of the towns and suburbs around
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the area?’

A Ohl yes.

(3 And as to each of these separately-, CEI is a natural 

monopolist?

A Whatever firm is serving in those cities is a natural 

monopolist who can serve more efficiently and at 

lower cost than any combination of firms would serve 

in those markets.

<3 How do you know that they can serve more efficiently 

and at lower cost than any combination of firms can 

serve?

A Because! think that is true in Cleveland and they 

all are even smaller than Cleveland-

(3 To find out whether one can serve at lower total cost 

than any combination-, you have to study every 

combination-, don’t you?

A No-, I don't really think so.

(3 Idell-, you have to study all the facts we discovered 

earlier-, the technology and the demand and the cost 

of the distribution?

A There are some things that are so obvious that it 

doesn't require elaborate, studies; and that's one 

of those that is so obvious-

fl And you just kind of know that?
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A Based on nearly 30 years of experience! yes-

(3 But you have conducted no specific study to determine 

whether one firm can provide this service cheaper than 

the City of Cleveland; is that right?

A Did I look at the City of Painesville to determine 

whether the second supplier would reduce the cost of 

what the City of Painesville could do alone? No-

Did I make a specific study of the City of 

Cleveland to see to what extent the cost would be 

reduced? . No-

But there has been testimony in this proceeding 

by CEI and there has been a report by the consultant 

to the city’with regard to the cost of distribution 

of the Municipal Electric Light Plant indicating 

that their costs are inordinately high compared to 

the similarly-sized municipal systemsn which suggest 

that it is a natural monopoly condition and it would 

be lower cost for one firm to serve rather than two-

(3 Then the answeri Mr- Gerberi is you have made no 

study; is that right?

A I have not made an engineering study-

THE COURT: How long are you going

to be with the witness yetn Ms- Coleman? If you 

are going to be any period of timen it is now
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quarter after 1E:Q0t perhaps this would be — 

ns. COLEMAN: I think it may be a

good timen your Honor.

THE COURT: Perhaps this would be

an opportune time for us to recess for lunchn and 

we will resume at 1:30- Pleasen during the 

breaki adhere to the Court’s admonition. Thank 

you.

CCourt was in recess for the lunch period.!
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THE COURT: Please be seated-

Call the jury.

{The jury was reseated in the jury box-l

THE COURT: You may proceed.

ns. COLEHAN: Hay I approach the ,

benchi your Honor?

THE COURT: Yes. )

{Bench conference ensued on the record as 

follows:1
ns. COLEnAN: I have asked that we j

1
begin by reading a stipulation! Stipulation No. t

I 
7T.

nR. LANSDALE: No objection. i

THE COURT: All right. i i
{End of bench conference • 1

dH
THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen |

of the jury-1 Joint Stipulation No. 7*1 reads as |

follows: j|
"The former Ohio Revised Code Section MTOS.abl i 

{repealed on July IB-i nVfli by Ohio Revised Code-i , I



Section M533-fl3> limited competition between 

privately-owned electric utilities for customers 

already served by a public utility {but did not 

limit competition for new customers! and present 

Ohio Revised Code Sections M'133-fil to M‘i33-‘1D 

prohibit competition between privately owned electric 

utilities in the retail sale of electric energy-

- "Neither Ohio Revised Code-, Section MTS-SLl 

did apply nor Ohio Revised Code Sections 4133-61 

to 4133-10 do apply to limit a municipal utility’s 

competition for retail sales of electric energy 

because a municipal corporation derives 

authority to provide electric energy to consumers 

from Article 16 of the Ohio Constitution-, adopted 

in 1112-, and it is not lawful for the Ohio 

Legislature to restrict such activity by municipal 

corporations-

"There is nothing in Ohio to prevent 

municipal utilities from competing directly with 

private utilities in the retail sale of electric 

energy-"

nS- COLEhAN: Thank you-

BY ns- COLEHAN:
(3 Hr- Gerber-, before we broke for lunch you indicated 

you had not done any studies to determine whether in
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. fact there is a natural monopoly in the City of 

Cleveland. In facti the only study you referred to 

was onsi I believei by Hr- Kemperi is that right?

A I think I said that there is a natural monopoly ' 

market in Cleveland as there is every place. The 

only question is the size of that market.
I(3 I asked whether you had done any studies and your 

answer was noi wasn’t it?

THE COURT: Approach the bench.

{Bench conference ensued on the record as 

follows: 3-

THE COURT: You are getting into

that same pattern again-. Us. Coleman-

ns. COLEHAN: - The witness gives a

non-responsive answer-, your Honor.

THE COURT: No-, it is not. You

misstated what his testimony was. I don't know 

if you did that deliberately or inadvertently-, but 

that was not his testimony, and you should have 

known that was not his testimony. Then you 

follow up with another question designed to 

create an inference that he misstated somewhere 

in his testimony an answer to your question-
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2 Noui I have told you to stop that-

3 ns. COLEHAN: Your Honor-. I

4 misremembered it. Let’s have that last question

5 and answer read back-, please.

6 THE COURT: Let’s proceed. I have

7 told you and I don’t want to tell you again-

8 ns. COLEHAN: Do you have the last

9 question and answer?

10 THE COURT: Are you going to go

11 back to the lectern?

12 nS- COLEHAN: I will-, your Honor-.

13 but I would like to hear the last question and

14 answer.

15 THE COURT: Please go back to the

16 lectern. .1 will have the last question and answer

17 read. Don’t argue with me.

18 -CEnd of-bench conference.!

19

20 THE COURT: Read the last two

21 questions and answers.

22 ns. COLEHAN: Before lunch.

23 THE COURT: Hs. Coleman-, would

24 you kindly let me direct the court reporter to

25 read it back?
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{The record was read by the reporter.I

THE COURT: That’s precisely what

your question was and your paraphrasing his answer 

is inaccurate.

ns. COLEflAN: Hay I approach the

bench? i

THE COURT: Yes-, you may. i
li

{Bench conference ensued on the record as 

follows:!

THE COURT: I'm getting tired of

that conduct you are displaying and you better 

comport yourself in a professional manner.

ns. COLEnAN: Would you please read

the last question and answer before lunch?

{The last question and answer before the % 
lunch period was read by the reporter.!

THE COURT: Let's proceed.
.»I

ns. COLEnAN: Thank you. Ji

{End of bench conference.!
> j

----- Il
I J

THE COURT: You may proceed-, d

ns. Coleman. I
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2 BY ns. COLEHAN:
3 (2 Your testimony before lunchn Hr- Gerber-, was you had

4 made no engineering study whether there was a natural

5 monopoly market; is that correct?

6 Al have made no engineering studies-

7 (3 You referred this morning-, I believe-, to the testimony
»

8 of another witness on the subject- Idere you referring

9 to nr. Kemper?

10 Al believe it was nr. Kemper. And I also referred to a

11 study by consultants to nELP that seemed to infer the

12 same thing by stating that the distribution costs of

13 nELP were inordinately high.

14 a There was no analysis of the reason for their being

15 high-, was theren by those otheh consultants?

16 Al don’t recall the details-

17 a And as far as nr- Kemper’s study is concerned-, he just

18 looked at a few neighborhoods in Cleveland; is that

19 right?

20 A As I recall-, he looked at some sample neighborhoods.

21 £2 Those weren’t random samples-, were they?

22 A I think he said they weren’t.

23 fl • He said they weren’t?-

24 A I think that’s what he said-

25 fl And he was examining just certain distribution costs;
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is that rights*

A Yes.
(2 Hei in factn examined all the distribution costs of 

adding more customers to the CEI systemn according to 

tlr. Binghami isn’t that right?

A I know there are some costs excluded. I don’t recall 

the details.

& Andi in facti the study Hr. Kemper did doesn’t look at 

all the costs to provide service to the customer! does

it?
A No. Obviously! he was looking only at distribution 

costs.

(3 And it doesn’t look at all the social benefits and 

costs involved in a supplier providing service to 

customers! does it?

A I don’t know what you mean by "social benefits-

a If there are social costs! are there not social

benefits?

A klell! I assume there are benefits to some members of 

society or they wouldn’t spend their money .to buy the 

service.
(2 Mr- Kemper’s analysis didn’t take into account all 

the possible costs and benefits in a producer 

providing electricity to a consumer! did it?
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THE COURT: Approach the bench-

{Bench conference ensued on the record as i

follows:}- I

riR. LANSDALE: I submit Hr- Kemper j

is the man to interrogate about this- j

I object to further interrogation of this j

witness about what Hr- Kemper did- I

ns. COLEHAN: He’s relying on it as |i
a resource- He’s an expert- He’s able to say Ij
what its limitation and value is to him as an i

expert.

HR- LANSDALE: He never in his .M1 
direct testimony-i he did not state any reliance ||

on nr - Kemper - He cited nr- Kemper to you in '

your cross-examination- i
THE COURT: . Sustain the it 

objection- Let’s proceed- t

{End of bench conference-3- J

THE COURT: You may proceed-! " .

ns- Coleman. ;■
^1

BY ns. COLEnAN: I*

t3 In your direct testimony-i Nr. Gerber-i you referred-! N
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